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51. INTRODCCTION 
SULLIVAN has, for every simplicial complex K, constructed a polynomial de Rham complex AK 
and shown that this differential graded commutative algebra over the rationals contains much 
information about the rational homotopy type of K. The purpose of this note is to prove that this 
polynomial de Rham complex AK, and in fact already its algebra of polynomial O-forms A”K, 
contains all the information about he whole homotopy type of K. The role of the rationals in this 
seems to be inessential. 
Since the O-forms A”K consist precisely of the polynomial functions in the baricentric 
coordinates of K, this result is not unexpected. However. our Theorem 1.1 may be better 
appreciated by reviewing Sullivan’s approach to rational homotopy theory using the de Rham 
complex. 
Recall that in Sullivan’s theory[4], for K a simplicial set, one forms the de Rham complex AK 
of compatible collections of polynomial forms in the baricentric oordinates over the rationals 
and then constructs the minimal differential graded algebra MAK of AK together with a map 
M + AK inducing an isomorphism on homology. This minimal differential graded algebra is 
prited to be unique up to isomorphism. The functor A from the category of simplicial gets S to 
the category of commutative differential graded algebras DGA has an adjoint F from DGA to S. 
More explicitly, AK = homs(K, V*), FA = horn,, (A, V*) where V* is the simplicial differential 
graded algebra which in dimension consists of the polynomial forms on the standard n-simplex 
A,. Sullivan proves that the adjunction map K + FAK composed with the map FAK + FMAK 
induces a rational homotopy equivalence K +FMAK (when K is nilpotent). Thus from M,, one 
can recover the rational homotopy type of K. 
Let R be any unique factorization domain with unit 1, let A denote the category of 
commutative algebras with unit over R, let S be the category of simpficial sets, let A’: S + A be 
the contravariant functor which assigns to a simplicial set its algebra ofpolynomial O-forms (3.1) 
and let F”: A+S be its adjoint (3.3). Then our result is 
I. 1. THEOREM. The adjunction map (3.5) X --, F”AoX E S is a weak homotopy equiualencefor 
every finite X E S (i.e. every simplicial set with only a finite number of non-degenerate simplices). 
As an immediate consequence of this we see that it is precisely in passing from AK to its minimal 
model MA, that one “throws away” the integral information in AK and in fact in A”K. 
Nevertheless, the price of this replacement isamply justified by the beauty and elegance of the 
resulting theory. 
The necessary definitions are given in 82 and 03. At the end of 03 we then prove Theorem 1.1, 
modulo a key lemma (3.7), the proof of which takes up the rest of this paper (94 and OS). 
A clear account of Sullivan’s theory and its extension to simplicial sets can be found in 
Bousfield-Gugenheim[l]. For the simplicial background we refer the reader to [3] and [2, Ch. 
VIII]. 
1.2 REMARK. We do not know whether the finiteness condition in Theorem 1.1 is really needed. 
On can, of course, eliminate itby topologizing A’X if X is not finite, but we have not been able to 
prove Theorem 1.1 for arbitrary X without introducing such a topology. 
62. THE SIMPLICI.AL ALCEBR.4 7 
We start with a brief discussion of a simplicial algebra Vwhich plays a central role in this paper. 
V in dimension  consistes of the polynomial functions in the baricentric oordinates of the 
standard n simplex A.. 
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2.1 The slmplicial algebra V 
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In dimension n 5: 0 the algebra V, will be the polynomial algebra (over the unique 
factorization domain R) in indeterminates t ,, . . . , t,, while the face and degeneracy maps 
di: V. - Vn-,, si:Vn--)Vntlr OSiSn 
are the (algebra) maps given by the formulas 
dot, = 1 -(t, + * * - + L-l), 
d& = tk-I, k>l 
dik = tk i>O, k<i 
= 0 i>O, k=i 
= tk-I, i>O, k>i 
sick = tk k<i 
= k + k+l k=i 
= tk+I. k>i 
It is not hard to verify that the simplicial identies are indeed satisfied. 
It should be noted that, as Sullivan originally did, V. can also be considered as the polynomial 
algebra in indeterminates to,. . . , t, modulo the relation to + * * * + t, = 1. The formula for dot, then 
becomes dotI = to. 
Some useful properties of V are 
2.2. PROPOSITION. V is contractible (as a simplicial abelian group). 
2.3. PROPOSITION. (Extension Lemma) For every integer n > 0 there is a junction E which 
assigns to every n + 1 (n - l)-simplices uo, . . . , un E V._, which “match” (i.e. d,u, = di-,ul for 
i < j) an n-simplex E(uo, . , . , u.) E Vn satisfying the formulas 
diE(uo, . . . , u,) = ui, OSiln 
E(uo+ ~6,. . . , un + 4,) = E(uo, . . . , u,) + E(u&. . . , u:). 
For a proof of these propositions we refer the reader to [1, $11. 
03. THE MAIN RESULT 
We now use the simplicial algebra V of 82 to construct he pair of contravariant functors A’: 
S-A: F” of 01, obtain some of their elementary properties and then prove Theorem 1.1, 
module a key lemma (3.7). 
3.1. the functor A”: S+A. 
This is the contravariant functor which assigns to every simplicial set X the algebra 
A’X = homs(X, V), where the algebra structure is induced by the one on V. Thus, for an (ordered) 
simplicial complex K, the elements of A’K are exactly Sullivan’s compatible collections of 
polynomial O-forms on the (non-degenerate) simplices of K. 
As for the simplicial standard simplex A” the maps A” +V E S are in l-l correspondence 
with the n-simplices of V, the above definition clearly implies 
3.2. PROPOSITION. There is a canonical isomorphism j: A’A” = V, for all n 2 0 
3.3. The functor F’: A+ S. 
This is the contravariant functor which assigns to every object Y E A the simplicial set F’Y, 
where (F’Y), = hom*(Y, V.), n 2 0, while the face and degeneracy operators are induced 
by those on V (from the point of view of algebraic geometry (F’Y), can be considered as the set 
of all maps from the affine n-plane A” into the variety Spec (A)). 
It follows immediately from the definition that F’V, = V x. . . x V (n factors), and hence 
(2.2) that 
3.4. PROPOSITION. F’V. is contractible for all n I 0. 
The functors A0 and F” are adjoint. We are here, however, only interested in 
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The Id-+F”A”. 
This is the natural map 
X-F’A”X E S 
which assigns to every n-simplex x E X the composition 
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where j is as in 3.2 and the map Ax: A” +X E S is the (unique) map which sends the only 
non-degenerate n-simplex of A” into x. 
Now we can finally give a 
3.6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 (MODULO LEMMA 3.7). In view of 3.2 and 3.4 the theorem holds 
for X = A”. Furthermore it is not hard to see that, in order to prove the theorem for arbitrary 
finite simplicial sets, it suffices to show that application of the functor PA’: S+S to a push-out 
diagram. 
I I E s, 
AL - X” 
(where d” denotes the (k - I)-skeleton of A”) yields again a push-out diagram. But this is an easy 
consequence of the following key. 
3.7 LEMMA. Let X ES be finite and let n 2 0. Then there is, for eoery map f: A”X + V, E A, 
a unique non-degenerate simplex x E X such that, in the notation of 3.5, 
(i) f admits a factorization 
0 
A’XAO-AA’BV, EA, 
where r = dim x, and 
(ii) there is no non-degenerate simplex of X in dimensions < r for which (i) holds. 
Moreover the map g: A’h’ + V. in the factorization (i) is also unique. 
The rest of paper (54 and 95) is devoted to the proof of this lemma. 
An algebraic reformulation of Lemma 3.7 for X a finite simplicial complex is: an algebraic 
map of a plane into a union of (possibly intersecting) planes must factor through the inclusion of 
one of those planes into the union. 
04. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.7 (FIRST PART) 
Here we show how to get hold of the unique non-degenerate simplex x E X of Lemma 3.7. 
For this we need first a 
4.1 PRESENTATION OF A’X. Let X ES, let y E X be a non-degenerate k-simplex and let 
u E V, be spherical, i.e. diu = 0 for all 0 5 i 5 k. Then we will denote by a(y, u) E A’X the map 
X+V E S which 
(i) sends xi into 0 for i <k, 
(ii) sends y into u, and 
(iii) is extended over the rest of X with the use of the functions E of Proposition 2.3. 
A straightforward calculation then yields 
4.2 PROPOSITION. Let b E A’X. Then there is, for every non-degenerate simplex y E X, a 
spherical element u, E V such that b = Z a(y, u,). Moreover the presentation is unique. 
Next we prove 
4.3 PROPOSITION. Zf, under the hypotheses of 3.7, 
fa(yI, u,) Z 0 and fa(yz, u2) f 0 
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for some 
V such that fa(y, u) # 0. 
Proof. The product a(y,, 
a(y,, ud * a& u-J = E a(r, u,), 
where the sum runs over the non-degenerate simplices y E X which have both y, and yz as 
(iterated) faces. Moreover, as V. is an integral domain (because R is), 
f(a(yl, ul) * 4yz, ud =fa(yl, ud -fabb, uz) Z 0 
and thus fa(y, u,) # 0 for at least one such y. 
We can now find the unique non-degenerate simplex x E X that we were looking for, as 
Proposition 4.3 readily implies 
4.4 COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of 3.7, there is a non-degenerate simplex x E X such 
that 
(i) fa(x, u) # 0 for some spherical u E V, and 
(ii) no higher-dimensional simplex of X has property (i). 
55. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.7 (CONCLUSION) 
The next step in the proof of 3.7 is the 
5.1. Construction of the map g: A’A’+V, E A. We start with defining g on the elements 
v E A’A’ for which (3.2) ju E V, is spherical, in the only possible manner, namely gv = 
fa(x, ju) (where, of course, x E X is as in 4.4 and r = dim x) and verify as follows that this is a 
map of algebras: if cl, u2 E AA’ are two such elements, then (4.2) 
a(x, jv,) . a(x, juz) = a(x, j(c,u2))+ 2 a(y, uy), 
where y runs over the non-degenerate simplices of X in dimensions >r and hence (4.4) 
gul * guz =fa(x, iv,). fa(x, jt4 = fa(x, j(uIu2)) = g(ulnz). 
The unique extension of g over all of AA’ now can be obtained by combining the next 
proposition (5.2) with the fact that the ideal of V, which is generated by the element 
(1 -(t, + * * * + t,))r, . . . t, consists exactly of the spherical elements. 
5.2, PROPOSITION. Let I C V, be the ideal generated by the element 
tot, . . . t,, where to=l-(t,+...+t,) 
and let h: I +V. be a non-zero map of algebras. Then h admits a unique extension to any 
subalgebra of V, that contains I, and in particular to all of V,. 
Proof. Let w = to.. . t, and wi = wti, 1% i 5 r. As h # 0 there are elements 11, L’ E Z such 
that hu # 0 and u2 = wu and as h is a map of algebras and V, is an integral domain, this implies 
that hw Z 0. Applying the same agrument to the formulas w3 = wi(to2 . . . ti . . . t:), one gets that 
hwi= 0 for all i. Moreover (hn;)’ = (hw)“-‘h(t,. . . ti”” . . . t,) for all k and as V. is a unique 
factorization domain (because R is) this implies that hw divides all the hwi. The rest of the 
proof now is a straightforward calculation showing that the unique extension we are looking for 
is the one given by 
t, i, . . . t? - (hw,/hw)‘l . . . (hw,/hw)‘r. 
5.3. Conclusion of the proof of Lemma 3.7. All that is left to show is that the map f: 
A’X + V, admits a factorization 
AOX AO(&)> ‘40A’ “, V, E A. 
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If b EA’X is such that A”(Ax)b =O, then (4.2) b =Z (a(~, u,), where y runs over the 
non-degenerate simplices of X which are not an (iterated) face of x and hence jb = 0. Thus the 
AUx) 
map f: A’X +V. admits a unique factorization A’X - y AV,, EA, where Y = im 
A’(Ax) C AoAr, and it remains to show that g and g’ agree on all of Y. But this follows from 5.2 
as g .and g’ obviously agree on the ideal j-‘Z C AA.‘. 
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